
A day in the life of a field service operations manager is one of

coordinated chaos, depending on the tools and technologies at

their disposal. If you’re reading this while multi-tasking, reading

overdue work orders, fielding calls from dissatisfied customers

and trying to track down misplaced assets, these are signs it’s

time to consider technology to help you take control of your field

operations. Here are 6 technologies field service operations

managers need to avoid burnout. Read the full blog post.

Whether it’s a few field workers

or hundreds, scheduling

technology enables field service

operations managers to take

back their day.

• Maintenance jobs

• Recurring schedules

• Assets in need of repair

TIME CARDS
Automate = Efficiency

Punch cards/clocks went the way

of the typewriter years ago. Here’s

what’s gained through automation:

• A central dashboard for

reviewing/approving time cards

• Integrate third party payroll

systems for automatic updates

• Verify time card accuracy with

GPS location tracking

#5: REAL-TIME 
 COMMUNICATION 

Customer Experience

Operations managers spend their

days dealing with a flurry of

activity, including customers – the

life breath of many businesses.

When in doubt, over-

communicate and in real-time.

REPORTING
DASHBOARDS

$ Data > Oil

After catching your breath, look

to data as an indicator of how to

make other efficiency gains. 

Keep in mind what’s important

to your operations and don’t try

to boil the ocean.

www.fieldsquared.com

SCHEDULING 
10 Jobs to 100’s

TEAM LOCATION
TRACKING

Understand where resources are at

any given time for urgent situations

as well as safety training

opportunities. There are many uses.

1. Rescheduling jobs

2.Knowing if speeding is occurring

3.Data to make informed decisions

Not Big Brother

MOBILE FORMS

All it takes are a few

minutes to go from paper forms

to digital, and your forms are

now mobile; they go where your

field crews go.

In Minutes to Mobile
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Need one or more of these 6 technologies? Get all-in-one
field service automation software from Field Squared. 

Learn more at FIELDSQUARED.COM.
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